Kisha Lendore (she/her): I agree Reverend Spaude!
Kisha Lendore (she/her): Good Day and Welcome Back! Please use this link to sign in https://forms.gle/GZ7yDwQ8dWE4dbC7
Here is the link to today’s slide deck https://www.dropbox.com/sh/tg6kvjipez3y9zf/AACs9R1d5dNtJSzCTIMJZFEZa?dl=0
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David Dooley: I'd like to share a free aces prevention resource...bumper stickers! Advancing Parenting, a Camarillo nonprofit, produces parenting tips bumper stickers and makes them available at no cost to organizations. There are fifty-one in a set and each sticker communicates a parenting behavior or practice generally recognized as supporting the healthy development of children. Just one will be read thousands of times!
Bumper stickers are a unique and powerful way to educate everyone about parenting and prevent child abuse five, ten, twenty years down the road. At stoplights drivers and passengers point, smile, and nod. Conversations begin and often a phone is used to take a photo of the sticker right at the stoplight. Presumably, they are being shared on social media. It's wonderful to see!
The stickers can be put in holders and placed on counters and tables so folks can select one for their cars. Visit www.advancingparenting.org to request this free resource.
Sri (she/elle): Joy DeGruy has an excellent video on this--Post-Traumatic Slave Syndrome: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rorgjdvphek
Sri (she/elle): [and her book is even better!]
Danielle Humphreys: ^This is so interesting, and my first time learning about it–thank you for sharing this resource!
Sri (she/elle): I understand and acknowledge this is often a difficult phrase to change, especially since it may resonate for certain peoples, but "brothers and sisters" can be quite an alienating phrase for folx who are gender non-conforming and non-binary.
Kristina Spaude: Thank you for lifting that up, Sri
Sri (she/elle): Also considering the structure of family and housing structure:: how helpful, healing and supportive are nuclear families vs. having extended families living together under one roof and multiple folx across generations parenting children in a collective. Coming from both Asian and African heritage and growing up
in those continents, this latter style of parenting is something I am familiar with and provided great buffering against natural disasters and resource-draining scenarios, helped care for the elderly, infants, and those with illness and differently abled, etc. It is not without drawbacks [too many nosy aunts, uncles, and cousins to count in my life! :D] but it also has advantages in terms of the collective.

01:23:29 C Archer: That was amazing thank you so much for all of that.
01:24:01 Sam Black: Thank you, that was great.
01:24:10 Kristina Spaude: Yes, Sri!
01:24:23 Kristina Spaude: Love listening to you preaching a Word, Father!
01:25:16 Mona Delavan: Dr. Abernathy has a deeper insight.
01:25:56 Jessica Bee: I would like to know if you Rev. Paul Abernathy, if you have any experience with the effectiveness of community healing with the tool of Motivational Interviewing to resolve some of the ambivalence some trauma affected communities may struggle with?
01:26:12 Elizabeth Haase: Can there be a few case examples?
01:29:14 Danielle Humphreys: Thank you, Rev. Paul!
01:29:37 Jessica Bee: Yes thank you Rev. Abernathy.
01:31:18 CHRISTINE BRUGLER: Wow, what a great example of social connections!
01:38:48 CHRISTINE BRUGLER: Oh wow, so sorry for your deep loss Felisia. :(
01:41:48 Felisia Thibodeaux: Thank you @Christine
01:59:04 CHRISTINE BRUGLER: Felisia is the cavalry! :)
02:07:02 Kisha Lendore (she/her): Please take a few moments to complete a brief evaluation https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf5OCsuxSWrNGJMJ8tQJQQTG_t351wqbv2KNDjvpKV1M69hsA/viewform?gxids=7628

Thank you for attending today’s session. We look forward to seeing you next Tuesday for the final session. Please use this link to sign out https://forms.gle/GZ7yDwQ8dWE4dBc7

02:09:39 CHRISTINE BRUGLER: Here's a great quote I like to share as an opening thought to get ppl thinking about our collective role in community development: "Community identity is something we build every day, but rarely think about… compared to our individual identity which we think about every day. Yet, each of us individually contributes to the fabric of community identity." Meghan Reed, Trumbull County Historical Society

02:10:38 Linda Kruger: Outstanding! So much wonderful, actionable information. Thank you all so much!
02:11:01 Bob Lieberman: Thanks for this important presentation!!
02:11:14 Sam Black: Thank you everyone, so much helpful information
02:11:21 Jessica Bee: Thank you Felisia and Daniel!
02:11:48 Daniel Homsey: daniel.homsey@sfgov.org
02:11:50 Felisia Thibodeaux: your so welcome
02:11:50 C Archer: Thank you all, really interesting session.
02:12:04 Felisia Thibodeaux: fthibodeaux@itbookmancenter.org
02:12:16 Mary Tigner-Rasanen: Thank you. So much inspiration and good information.
Mona Delavan: Thank you, your give us a model to reach for.